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Some key problems in a multibody-fluid coupling

In-house developed nonlinear two-phase LES solver

Some testing cases
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Background



Wave overtopping 

Tsunami (landslide-induced waves)

Green water

Breaking waves

。。。

nearshore deep sea (e.g. south sea)

VIV (vortex-induced vibration) 

VIM (vortex-induced motion)

Internal waves

a rough sea 

Wave impact

。。。

The relevant background in extreme ocean environment

Physical Problems
for Modeling  



Nonlinear 
multiphase 

flows

Multi-floating system: 
（separated  flows,  vortex, 

effects between bodies ）

a free surface,
a moving immersed 

boundary

High Reynolds

Air-liquid-solid 
phases  

Large boundary  
deformation

Blunt shape
in geometry

Freak waves,
internal waves

Some key problems in modeling of a multibody-fluid coupling 
(large scale: platform & small scale: riser)



large  deformation 
of a free surface 

(due to highly distorted mesh)

Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian

(ALE) method

capture of a moving
multibody

(much more complex) 

breaking waves 

Overlapping grid methods

More complex 
interpolation/extrapolation

a moving mesh 
technique

(a traditional approach)

Problems of  modeling a moving immersed multibody



Application of a boundary fitted approach

ALE approach:

a moving 
unstructured/fitted grid 

finite volume method 
(FVM) 

High accuracy 

(non-breaking waves, low speed ship)

 a moving multiblock Chimera structure grid 
 a multiblock structured grid
 a non-matching multiblock structured grid





One example: modeling of KCS waves



 at non-body conformal computational grids

 the RBF (radial basis functions)

(modeling a complex immersed boundary, represented in terms of Lagrangian markers)

 cut-cells (cut solid surface over a background Cartesian mesh)

( by mapping the geometry information to the Euler grid, dependent on  solid phase S, liquid phase F  and      
solid-liquid phase C in the domain）

a widely popular approach:  non-boundary fitted approach
(simulation of a moving/deforming body with complex geometrical shape)

a RBF cut-cell approach over a fixed Cartesian mesh







forcing term

Continuous 
forcing method

Direct forcing 
method

Distributed forcing
function

(hydroelasticity)

interfaceImmersed 
Boundary 
Method

Diffused-interface
IBM

(traditional)

Sharp-interface
IBM

(alternative)

smoothed 
δ function

ghost-cell
method

cut-cell 
method

interface-tracking 
method

through the discrete  
boundary conditions

(rigid boundary)• fixed Cartesian mesh
• memory and CPU savings
• remeshing-free
• complex geometries
• large deformation

advantages

Development of an immersed 
boundary (IBM)



A Cartesian sharp-interface cut-cell technique
(sharp-interface : to exactly impose  the boundary conditions of a body, leading to a sharp-interface representation  of the 
immersed boundary)

A traditional cut-cell method

A major advantage：
 simple (fixed Cartesian grid)
 large boundary deformation
 remeshing-free
 a moving complex multibody
 parallel computation

A principal defect:
 irregularly control volume (arbitrary polygon)

(to reshape cut cells to locally fit the boundary)
 excessive cut-cell types 

(too tedious in the discrete momentum equation)
 more complex to use in 3D

A novel cut-cell approach

high efficiency, simplicity and accuracy
in 2D and 3D

 to define the type of effective volume/area 
(maintain the boundary cell 

as 
regular control volumes )

 to design a mass-force model
( evaluate the mass fluxes

through the solid boundary)

Time-consuming 
to march each- cell (cell phase)  

a traditional cut-cell method VS a novel approach

 tracking the immersed boundary as a sharp interface (without smearing the   information) 





unphysical pressure 
oscillation 
problems

2

a discrete-forcing IBM

 the spatial discontinuity in the   

pressure by fresh cells

 the temporal discontinuity in 
the velocity by dead cells

1

 abrupt change of phases (fresh/dead cells )
 small cells

3
a sharp-interface IBM

more severely
more difficult to control

(no intrinsic smoothing
mechanism at the
immersed boundary)

4
a distributed forcing IBM

 diminish by spreading and     

smoothing scheme   

5

 by using flow reconstruction  
 by interpolation/extrapolation 
 by introducing a discrete forcing  

term in the momentum equations     
on cells (inside and outside of the 
immersed body) 

The geometrical conservation law (GCL)
 local and global mass conservation, 
 phase change ( the geometry of the immersed interface)  

 due to the violation of the GCL near the immersed boundary





A two-phase mass-force modeling：the particle phase within the 
solid is enforced as a fluid cell, forming liquid-particle two-phase flow 
modeling, which helps to adopt the unique discretisation scheme.

Non-boundary fitted approach

LES 
(large eddy simulation)

a two-phase 
mass-force modelling

internal waves

free-surface

immersed 
moving boundary

an effective VOF 
algorithm

a sharp-interface 
approach 

for two-phase flows

A novel VOF approach







time implicit, 
staggered grid, cut-

cell based RBF finite 
volume method

a second-order ENO 
scheme for disacrete 

of nonlinear 
convective terms 

a central-
difference scheme 

for discrete 
diffusion terms

A projection method 
for coupling of the 
pressure with the 

velocity

an adaptive, 
subgrid-scale 

modelling

the continuity surface 
force model for 

modeling surface 
tension

a technique for 
renewing an 

immersed 
boundary shape

A nonlinear two-phase LES solver 

“Wave overtopping over a sea dike ”, Journal Computational Physical (2004)



CFD solver
features

2
a two-phase flow 

with arbitrary 
density ratio

1

high Reynolds

3
a simple fixed mesh, a 
modeling of a moving 

complex multibody

4breaking waves 5 a mass-force 
model

A nonlinear two-phase LES solver



Internal solitary 
waves

Water entry of 
multi-wedges or 

cylinders

Landslide-induced
waves

Nonlinear 
sloshing

Wave overtopping
green water

FSI in wind, wave
and current

Typical cases 
based on

CFD solver

Some testing cases based on CFD solver



Initial and boundary conditions

1. Initial conditions

• t=0, the velocity and pressure are zero at a still water

• to give initial position of a moving body and its speed 

2. Boundary conditions 

• the use of no-slip conditions for the velocity at the body 
surface plus the Neumann conditions for the pressure

• the use of the free-surface boundary conditions, by using one-
phase solver

• the use of the jump conditions at the interface, by using the 
two-phase model  

3. Use of the damping zone



 a wave-generated approach of  
defining inlet boundary conditions

 regular waves  
(H=0.16 m, T=2 s, d=0.7 m)

 three wave gauges (WG)

Case 1: Wave overtopping over a sea dike



Breaking waves of overtopping problems

Comparison of the calculated results with measurement available



The instantaneous velocity fields



Case 2: Water entry/exit problem (under the prescribed velocity)

 an enforced motion case (time-history    
of the body velocity) 

 drop testing (only for single wedge)   

 computational domain (L×H=2 m×1 m) 



Water entry of a wedge body(forced movement)

The calculated results with measurements



Mesh refine study (by two-phase model)



The instantaneous velocity fields at a certain time



The instantaneous velocity fields at a certain time



3D water entry problems

3D computations



Water entry of twin-wedge 

Two-wedge drops







Water impact of landslide-induced waves on complex geometries



the heave motion of an irregular shaped body

 Comparison without and with attached fins



the sway motion of an irregular shaped multibody



the sway motion of an irregular shaped multibody



Conclusion

Simulating the impact of moving multibody on the flow 
accurately and efficiently

1.

Demonstrating the two-phase model being more accurate 
compared to the results of one-phase model

2.

Further study on 3D problems3.

In-house nonlinear two-phase LES CFD solver
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